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Tamarack Day Art Gala 2021
In the month of December, the Tamarack Day Program hosted it first annual Tamarack Day Art
Gala fundraiser event which took place on Wednesday December 15th, 2021.
The aim of the fundraiser was to raise valuable funds for our Tamarack Day Art program which during the
pandemic played pivotal role in providing a valuable outlet for core members to reintegrate into the
community by expressing themselves, gaining confidence, and sharing their gifts by creating masterpieces
for the Calgary community.
The event was huge success as we were successful in fundraising $10,000 for art supplies and further
expansion of the art studio for core members as well as raising awareness and connect L’Arche Calgary to
the wider community.

“Perceptions have improved over the stigma of individuals with learning disabilities, but we continue to
break down barriers,” started Dallas Frank, the Day Program Leader. “We want to elevate our core
member’s confidence and create that momentum for them to reconnect into the community following the
pandemic.”
Participants of the Day Program are very appreciative of the donations and community support as well as
look forward to displaying their artwork throughout the new year and next annual gala event in December
of 2022.
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Highlights from 2021
By all accounts 2021 was not less than 2020, for our world and for our community. But there were many
moments of joy, creativity and communion! See below for snapshots of the vibrant life of our L'Arche
Calgary community over the past year!

Marymount House enjoying Summer Holidays!
Shula relaxing her time at
home!

Getting our
vaccination!

Trick or
Treat!

Christmas fun!
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New Community Leader
Ani Hynes, Community Leader
In the month of November, after a thorough application and interview
process, L’Arche Calgary Board of Directors were happy to announce
the appointment of Ani Hynes as the new Community Leader/
Executive Director of L’Arche Calgary for the new community mandate.
With more than 20 years of L’Arche experience, as Ani originally started
her journey with L’Arche as a live-in assistant in L’Arche France, then
eventually relocating to L’Arche Calgary where she held numerous roles
throughout the years.
In Calgary, first started out as a live-in assistant at Annapurna, then
become a House Leader at Marymount, later returning back to
Annapurna as a House Leader, and for the past 9 years her role was the
Director of Assistants and Formations.
Throughout her time with L’Arche, Ani has always shown an openness to continuous learning and personal
growth as well as provided collaborative, and supportive leadership style which plans to do now as the new
Community Leader.
“My hopes are to bring people together, to keep the voices of the individuals at the center and to continue
bringing to life the Mission of L'Arche, where people with and without intellectual disabilities share life in
community” said by Ani Hynes, Community Leader and Executive Director of L’Arche Calgary.
As of February 8th, 2022, Ani will resume her new role as Community Leader for L’Arche Calgary, and her
primary goal to announce the gifts and contributions of persons with intellectual disabilities and the
transformational power of mutual relationships and life-sharing in and with community.

Thanks to our Donors!
Throughout the year of 2021, with the help of our generous
donors, we are humbled by the continued demonstration of
support throughout the pandemic.
With generous gifts from many of our donors throughout the
pandemic, we sustained daily operations and provided
services to our community as they complied with COVID
restrictions and COVID protocols. As L’Arche Calgary has
adapted to these unprecedented circumstances, we continue
to build our community as the best we can.

Art work by one of our coremembers.

Even though 2021 had presented us with challenges, it has also reminded us of the true importance of
connection. We are grateful for those who have come forward to support our L’Arche community throughout
the pandemic.
We want to thank all our donors helping us continue to be there for our vulnerable members-creating
relationships and community, and a more human society.
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Many Thanks to Nickle Family Foundation!
In the first 18 months of global pandemic, L’Arche
Calgary's operational costs had exceeded budget
due to increases in staffing to meet the care needs
of current clientele and due to Health Order
restrictions in our residential supports and our
day program supports. These additional costs
needed to be offset through fundraising.
During the unprecedented fourth wave of the global pandemic which took place in September 2021, many
of our frontline staff had used majority of their sick day leave in order to take care of their children and
loved ones as well as if they have fallen ill themselves, which presented a daunting reality in which , many of
our frontline staff would not have the ability to take personal paid sick day leave.
Even though L’Arche Calgary provides a robust personal sick day leave package as well as have encouraged
all staff to take COVID-19 vaccination to mitigate risks, we were still in need of additional funding.
In the month of October, we were the grateful recipient of emergency grant funding of $10,000 from the
Nickle Family Foundation to cover personal sick day leave for our frontline staff to provide safe and healthy
environments to better support our core members and valuable staff.
The Nickle Family Foundation have been long-standing friends of L’Arche Calgary. We are grateful for this
grant.

Register and
Support
L'Arche
Calgary
April 2, 2022

L’Arche Calgary accepts bottle
donations in support of Solidarity.
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